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Psychosomatic 2020 acclaiming the participants and 
their research works in our European Congress on 
Psychosomatic, which will be happening at Rome Italy 
during October 23 – 24, 2020 

Young minds works best, when they are appreciated 
with proper recognition, Hence the committee of 
Neurology 2020 

Neurology 2020 has designed an outline of Awards 
for Young Scientists in order to help excellence in 
various fields of science and technology.  

These Awards are known as "Young Scientist 
Awards". The award is open to those researchers 
involved in graduate education and research happenings 
that accentuate bearable progress. 

Benefits: 

Advancing perfection and perceiving outstanding 
commitments created by the immature researchers for 
his or her work done primarily throughout the span of 
study. 

Find out regarding career advancement and also the 
most up-to-date analysis devices and technologies in 
your field. 

Graduates are actuated by the prospect to decide on 
neighbourhood or worldwide subjects of 
pertinence/enthusiasm to them, and build up their own 
logical examinations and models drawing in regionally or 
universally. 

Best Young individual Award introduction are going 
to be named by the board and within the event that 
they need to publish the complete length paper, they'll 
publish in supporting worldwide journals of the various 
conference at freed from getting ready charges. 

Best Poster Awards 

These awards are given to the residents, young 
researchers where, they give their full potential and 
nudge to the innovations via Posters 

Posters will be evaluated and screened by the 
judging panel members 

Poster presentation Benefits: 

1. Unique chance to mix visual and oral 

explanations of your comes within the sort of 
poster presentation. 

2. Best poster Award: three best posters are 
going to be awarded at the closing ceremony 
of the conference. 

3. The entire accepted poster abstract are going 
to be printed in supposed and supporting 
international journals with distinctive DoI 
given by CROSSREF. 

Best posters are going to be given a chance to 
publish the total work discounted process charges 
within the supporting international journals 

The selection of the winner will be based on: 

Posters will be evaluated based on the following 
three parameters; those are Presentation Style (5), 
Research Quality (5) and Layout/Design (5). 

Presentation clarity of poster and oral explanation. 

Poster Judges overall responses to the questions and 
the completeness of work. 
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